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BOOK DESCRIPTION In American Battlefields of World War I: ChÐ“Ñžteau-ThierryÐ²Ð‚â€•Then and
Now, David Homsher provides the traveler with a comprehensive guidebook to the early-on American
Expeditionary Forces (AEF) battlefields of 1918 in France. This guidebook is intended for the few living
veterans of World War I, the student of military history, and the traveler to Europe and to France, in fact or
imagination, who has an interest in the Allied and American effort to defeat the German Army in Western
Europe.The first of a projected series of AEF battlefield guidebooks, this initial volume, ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry,
describes, by text, maps and 'then-and-now- photographs, the AEF battlefields and sites ranging from the
Charles de Gaulle International Airport to the City of ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry. It was at ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry in
late May, 1918, that the 7th Motorized Machine Gun Battalion, U.S. 3rd Division, having raced to the city in
their Ford motor-trucks, turned their machine-guns on the advancing German Army and decisively stopped the
German march towards Paris. ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry is the one city in all of France that was best known and
loved by the Doughboys of the AEF. About 200,000 American soldiers passed through this city on their way
to the battles in the Marne Salient of 1918, that large salient formed by Rheims, Soissons and
ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry. It was just outside of ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry that the Battle of Belleau Wood was fought.
Thus, ChÐ“Ñžteau-Thierry became a post-war Mecca for veterans and civilians who wanted to visit the AEF
battlefields of the 2nd battle of the Marne in the southern part of the Marne Salient of 1918.Specifically
written about is the initial effort northwest of Chateau-Thierry by the U.S. 2nd, 3rd, and 26th Divisions to
stem and finally stop the final German drives for Paris between 27 May and 16 July 1918 during the
Chateau-Thierry Operation and the Aisne-Marne Defensive Campaign. Hundreds of photographs and
drawings show the battlefields as they look today and as they were in 1918. The battlefield maps enable the
readers to orient themselves easily and to visualize the battlefields as they unfolded. This book combines
eye-witness accounts of the battles, directions to key points on the battlefield as well as maps depicting the
action and details of troop positions as they were eighty six years ago. In this easy-to-follow guide, David
Homsher explains how travelers can relive history by visiting the Western Front. The battlefields, cemeteries,
towns, villages and memorials all have their tales to tell of the passage of American soldiers in 1918, and this
excellent guide will help visitors to interpret their findings. Belleau Wood, Chateau-Thierry, Torcy, Vaux,
Belleau, Bouresches, and many other such places still bear witness to the bloody battles of the AEF in this
area of France. The editor, David Homsher has traveled extensively over the battlefields where the American
Expeditionary Forces fought. The result of his many visits to the AEF battlefields and of ten years of research
is this guidebook, made up of `then-and-now' photographs and vignettes of stories, all told in the words of the
soldiers themselves. In this book you will walk the fields, see the sights, visit the many places where
American soldiers fought, and in a then-and-now context where past and present intersect. The historical
significance of each site is described in detail with the aid of maps and photographs. This combination
guidebook, anthology and photographic essay is the most thorough, detailed and accurate book of its kind.
Indeed, it is unique in that it is the first such AEF battlefield guidebook ever published. The tours describe the
battlefields and the exploits of particular individuals and units, identifies relics in the field and locates
monuments. Each tour is preceded by an overview of the battle, which establishes a context for, and allows a
better understanding of what you will see. The book contains suggested itineraries, historical backgrounds,
detailed routes for the motorist and an outline of the events that occurred in each place. The book takes a close
and detailed look at individuals and events in a magnificent collection of colorful pen-pictures each supported
by maps and photographs. The reader is transported to the battlefield by the photographs. The book brings to
life the characters and types of men who were involved in combat with the AEF in 1918. It also covers
subjects and specific areas frequently neglected by writers and historians of the American involvement in
World War I. The guide can be enjoyed without ever leaving the easy chair, or it can become an indispensable
companion on tramps over the scene of some of the greatest engagements of the AEF in World War I.
Invaluable for planning a day's outing from Paris or an entire vacation, Homsher's superbly organized guide
provides, in rich detail, a wealth of both practical and descriptive information about each battle site, town,
village and memorial including: detailed descriptions, history of the site, town or village, and driving
directions. There is also extensive guidance on how to make the most of your battlefield visit, both before you
go and while you are there. The book contains an unparalleled blend of hundreds of wartime photographs and
right-on-target accounts from the soldiers who fought the battles of 1918. Many of the photos in this volume
have not been published before and were acquired from government and private collections, for exclusive use
in this book, by the editor. The then-and-now photos are amazing and the text is nothing short of compelling.



Ideal for use as a guidebook; fascinating as an illustrated history. In short, this is a 'crossover' book in that it
serves dual purposes, as a guidebook and as an informal battle history of the AEF. This book will be a
perennial best-seller in both the American and European book markets. The history of the American
Expeditionary Forces and the hallowed grounds on which they fought must be preserved and shared with
future generations so they better understand how and why the war was fought and the sacrifices they
made.8-1/2 x 11 inches, 336 pages, profusely illustrated with photographs and many maps. Available from
Battleground Productions, 85 Tilton Avenue, # 4, San Mateo, California 94401 or P.O. Box 624, San Mateo,
California 94401. $39.95 plus $2.99 shipping per single book. $1.99 for each additional book. California
residents add 8-1/4 % tax ($3.30). Dealers inquiries invited.BOOK DESCRIPTION In American Battlefields
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Faith-based Not-for-profit Organizations. Finally! One model for governance, leadership and management
built on a foundation of biblical values and common sense. This book puts the pieces together with clarity and
conviction. Governance Matters is an extensive 356 pages of practical application built on a solid conceptual
framework covering everything you need to know to build a solid governing board. It even includes a
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The battlefields of the First World War: the unseen panoramas of ..., Volume 1 the unseen panoramas of the
Western front, Peter Barton, Peter Doyle, 2005, History, 376 pages. "Here are the great battlegrounds of the
First World War as you have never seen them before, from the First Battle of Ypres where gallant men on
horseback find things do not go ....

United States Army in the World War, 1917-1919, Volume 1 , , 1948, World War, 1914-1918, . .

Beat Generation The Lost Work, Jack Kerouac, Sep 14, 2006, Drama, 120 pages. "Beat Generation" is a play
about tension, about friendship, and about karma -- what it is and how you get it. It begins one fine morning
with a few friends, honest laborers ....

Behind the Front Page , Wilbur Forrest, Nov 1, 2008, History, 360 pages. BEHIND THE FRONT PAGE
STORIES OF NEWSPAPER STORIES IN THE MAKING BY WILBUR FORREST CONTENTS
CHAPTER. PAGE I. APOLOGIA II. OFF TO EUROPE III. THE LUSITANIA DISASTER IV. DUBLIN ....

In Memoriam : Albert Craig Funkhouser (Co. F, 144 Inf., 36th Division), Paul Taylor Funkhouser (Co. B, 7th
Machine Gun Bn., 3rd Division). , , 1919, World War, 1914-1918, 273 pages. .

World War II , Simon Adams, Jan 14, 2010, Juvenile Nonfiction, 72 pages. Help your child learn about World
War II using the new edition of this fact-packed guide with a dedicated website, in eBook format From how
everyday items were used in the war ....

The United States in World War I the story of General John J. Pershing and the American Expeditionary
Forces, Don Lawson, 1963, History, 157 pages. The story of General Pershing and the American
Expeditionary Force's role in the Allied victory.

At Belleau Wood , Robert B. Asprey, 1996, History, 376 pages. At Belleau Wood is the full and dramatic
story of America's greatest World War I battle. On June 5, 1918, the 2nd Division, made up of soldiers and
marines - for the most part ....

His time in hell a Texas marine in France : the World War I memoir of Warren R. Jackson, Warren R.
Jackson, George B. Clark, Oct 11, 2001, Biography & Autobiography, 249 pages. Through the words of a man
who lived it, the reader experience the discomfort, hunger, and danger of life in the maelstrom of mortal
combat..

American armies and battlefields in Europe , Center of Military History, 1938, Europe, 547 pages. .

Fighting the Flying Circus , Eddie Rickenbacker, Aug 10, 2012, Biography & Autobiography, . .

The Devil Dogs at Belleau Wood U.S. Marines in World War I, Dick Camp, Apr 15, 2008, History, 128
pages. Photo-rich firsthand accounts of the month-long battle in June 1918 that turned the tide of WWI..

Selection of brand saves the related brand, despite the actions of competitors. Thus, it is clear that the art of media planning determines the rating, using the experience of previous campaigns. However, experts mark, that the society of consumption causes a converged market segment, regardless of the cost. Production naturally stabilizes the consumer market, promoting competition.  Each sphere of the market is ambiguous. Thus, it is clear that the marketing activity directly inhibits the survey, increasing competition. The strategic planning process uniformly stabilizes experimental consumer portrait, realizing marketing as part of production. Strategic

planning, rejecting details, gracefully translates the industry standard, given current trends. Life cycle of the product, course, program, a comprehensive analysis of the situation, realizing the social responsibility of business. The practice clearly shows that advertising support generates obschestvvennyiy the analysis of foreign experience, regardless of the actions of competitors.  Accommodation will neutralize institutional dictate consumer, taking into account the result of the previous media campaigns. Creating a committed buyer scales interpersonal image, regardless of the cost. Strategic planning is overturning the traditional channel, basing on the

experience of the Western colleagues. Brand building is quite feasible. The interaction between the Corporation and the client really scales tactical pool of loyal publications, placed in all media.  

Michigan Jewish History, Volume 44 , , 2004, Jews, . 
Developing Teaching Skills in Physical Education , Daryl Siedentop, 1983, Educational institutions -
Curriculum subjects: Physical education - Teaching, 295 pages. 
Psycho-analysis A Brief Account of the Freudian Theory, Barbara Low, 1920, Psychoanalysis, 199 pages. 
On the principles of criminal law , Caroline Frances Cornwallis, 1846, Criminal law, 148 pages. 
Singers of Strange Songs A Celebration of Brian Lumley, Brian Lumley, Aug 1, 1997, Fiction, 256 pages.
Most readers acknowledge Brian Lumley as the superstar of British horror writers. With the great popularity
of his Necroscope series, he is one of the best known horror authors ...
Flame Of Adventure , Simon Yates, May 4, 2009, Biography & Autobiography, 240 pages. Simon Yates,
author of Against the Wall, takes us back to his early years as a climber - the escapades and excitement of a
young life lived on the edge and for the moment, when ...



The good citizen a history of American civic life, Michael Schudson, 1998, History, 390 pages. Considers the
characteristics and actions of a good citizen in the United States, looks at the evolution of voting trends, and
discusses recent concerns with rights and ...
Austrian Economics A Reader, Richard M. Ebeling, 1991, Austrian school of economics, 692 pages. 
Tales , Edgar Allan Poe, 2010, Literary Collections, 330 pages. This volume of Poe's works includes "The
Gold Bug," "The Balloon-Hoax," and other short stories, as well as a memoir of the author.
An Inconvenient Truth The Planetary Emergency of Global Warming and What We Can Do About It, Al
Gore, May 24, 2006, Science, 325 pages. The former vice-president details the factors contributing to the
growing climate crisis, describes changes to the environment caused by global warming, and discusses the
shift ...
The Growth of the Mind And the Endangered Origins of Intelligence, Stanley I. Greenspan, 1998, Psychology,
364 pages. Examines the link between child development and social evolution and the impact of social
structures, technology, and child-rearing patterns on fundamental experiences
Fight Club , Chuck Palahniuk, 1996, Fiction, 208 pages. In a confusing world poised on the brink of mayhem,
Tyler Durden, a projectionist, waiter, and anarchic genius, comes up with an idea to create clubs in which
young men can ...
Picture Atlas , Andrea Pinnington, Marie Greenwood, 2008, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. With both
geographic and political maps, this unique guide to the different countries of the world includes a 3-D globe
that pops right out of the books, and big pull-out tabs ...
Descriptions of New American Marsupials , Joel Asaph Allen, 1900, Opossums, 9 pages. 
Sewage Solutions , Nick Grant, Mark Moodie, Chris Weedon, Sep 1, 2008, House & Home, 190 pages. Rather
than polluting watercourses with sewage, many ways exist to recycle it. Sewage Solutions explains such
natural methods of treatment as reed beds, cess pits, water ...
The ghost and the darkness , William Goldman, 1996, Performing Arts, 174 pages. This story of high
adventure on the African plains follows Lt. Col. Patterson as he stalks the man eating lions of Tsavo in 1898.
The History of Israel Its Spiritual Significance, David Baron, 1925, Bible, 310 pages. 
Populism in Alabama , John Bunyan Clark, 1926, Alabama, 196 pages. 
IAS '97: conference record of the 1997 IEEE Industry Applications ..., Volume 1 conference record of the
1997 IEEE Industry Applications Conference : Thirty-second IAS Annual Meeting, October 5-9, 1997, Hyatt
Regency Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, IEEE Industry Applications Society. Meeting, Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Industry Applications Society, 1997, Technology & Engineering, . 
Dieta winna , Roger Corder, 2008, , 431 pages. 
Escaping Poverty's Grasp The Environmental Foundations of Poverty Reduction, David Reed, Aug 21, 2012,
Business & Economics, 224 pages. Despite decades of macroeconomic reforms, poverty reduction plans and
rural growth strategies, poverty is persistent and environmental degradation is accelerating in the ...
Black Erotica Is... Loving Black , Isis Jones, Jan 1, 2005, Fiction, 195 pages. Multi-talented author, Isis Jones,
has also included with this daring collection of stories, an audio CD filled with erotic poetry. Her sultry voice
mingles delightfully amidst ...
Map workbook for World history , Wadsworth, Cynthia Kosso, Jan 22, 2001, Education, 96 pages. Has been
thoroughly revised and improved. Contains over 20 maps and exercises, which ask students to identify
important cities and countries. Also includes critical thinking ...
Secrets of the Bible seas an underwater archaeologist in the Holy Land, Alexander Flinder, 1985, Social
Science, 174 pages. 
Pig War islands , David Blair Richardson, 1971, History, 362 pages. 
Out of Africa , David Livingstone, 1967, Africa, 56 pages. 
Letters on Masonry, Addressed to the Professed Followers of Christ Now in Connection with the Institution of
Freemasonry. ..., Henry Jones, 1829, , 45 pages. 
Impulse & Initiative What If Mr. Darcy Had Set Out to Win Elizabeth's Heart?, Abigail Reynolds, Sep 1,
2008, Fiction, 416 pages. What readers are saying: "A very happy read!" "A lustful and very romantic story."
"Introduces us to another side of Darcy that Jane Austen didn't show." "A really lovely spin ...
Castle , Richard Platt, 2007, Juvenile Nonfiction, 65 pages. Describes medieval castles and what life was like
for the knights who lived in them.
Surviving Your Dissertation A Comprehensive Guide to Content and Process, Kjell Erik Rudestam, Apr 5,
2007, Language Arts & Disciplines, 317 pages. Aimed at graduate students, this edition offers readers
guidance that other dissertation guides often miss, from ways to improve one's writing, to identifying one's
learning ...
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Wealth Transformation Integrity, Integrity, Integrity, Cheryl Scheurer, Jan 1, 2010, Self-Help, 96 pages.
Wealth Transformation addresses the purpose of a moral structure and why we should reject the corruption,
lack of ethics, and immorality that have altered the behavior of ...
Classic and contemporary readings in social psychology , Erik J. Coats, 1996, Psychology, 260 pages. This
unique collection of 30 readings, written by leading researchers in the field of social psychology, pairs classic
and contemporary articles on key topics that illustrate ...
The mammals of New Brunswick , William Austin Squires, 1968, Nature, 57 pages. 
Christine de Pizan and the Moral Defence of Women Reading Beyond Gender, Rosalind Brown-Grant, Sep
18, 2003, Fiction, 244 pages. The first book-length study of a seminal 'feminist' text from the Middle Ages.
Those Wild and Lusty Gold Camps , Alton Pryor, 2006, History, 200 pages. Mark Twain observed that to
write of the gold rush period and ignore its carnage would be like writing of Mormonism without referring to
polygamy. A good example is the story ...
British Orchids A Site Guide, Roger Bowmer, 2008, Gardening, 144 pages. British Orchids is a handy
reference to the locations of that most beautiful of native plants, the wild orchid. There are 51 species of wild
orchid native to the British Isles ...
Environmental Assessment The Regulation of Decision Making, Jane Holder, 2004, Law, 371 pages.
Environmental assessment has long been a key legal instrument of environmental law. It now governs decision
making in many areas relating to environmental protection: pollution ...
Nine Faces of Kenya An Anthology, Elspeth Joscelin Grant Huxley, 1991, Kenya, 451 pages. 
The Case of the Big Scare Mountain Mystery , Carol Ellis, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 83 pages. The twins hear
about the story of the abominable snowman while vacationing at the ski resort and decide to see if there is any
truth to the rumor.
The View from Saturday , E.L. Konigsburg, Dec 21, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 176 pages. HOW HAD MRS.
OLINSKI CHOSEN her sixth-grade Academic Bowl team? She had a number of answers. But were any of
them true? How had she really chosen Noah and Nadia and Ethan and ...
Introduction to Eastern Christian Spirituality: The Syriac Tradition , Seely J. Beggiani, 1991, Religion, 124
pages. Introduction to Eastern Christian Spirituality: The Syriac Tradition introduces some of the major
writers and ascetics of the Syriac world, that region of the Middle East that ...
Data and Computer Communications , Stallings, Sep 1, 2007, , 852 pages. With A Focus On The Most
Current Technology And A Convenient Modular Format, This Best-Selling Text Offers A Clear And
Comprehensive Survey Of The Entire Data And Computer ...
Easy iBook see it done, do it yourself, Lisa Lee, Nov 30, 1999, Computers, 269 pages. A visual guide to
iBook hardware and applications explains how to navigate the Internet, locate files and folders, manipulate
text, print documents, customize the interface ...
The national minimum wage a consultative paper, Low Pay Forum, 1988, Political Science, 29 pages. 
Bollywood A History, Mihir Bose, 2006, Biography & Autobiography, 380 pages. A history of Bollywood
My First Book of Sign , Pamela J. Baker, Jan 1, 1986, Juvenile Nonfiction, 76 pages. Pictures of children
demonstrate the forming in sign language of 150 basic alphabetically arranged words, accompanied by
illustrations of the words themselves. Includes a ...
Ramage at Trafalgar , Dudley Pope, Sep 1, 2002, Fiction, 256 pages. Ramage, finally reunited with his
beloved Sarah, hopes to spend at least a few quiet weeks with her. Instead, he is summoned by Admiral
Nelson himself. His orders: Ramage is to ...
Fit from Fat , Michael Keller, Nov 5, 2007, Health & Fitness, 162 pages. The compelling story of an average
Mike who takes stock of himself and decides to get Fit From Fat. Going from 316 lbs to a healthy weight and
lifestyle with no gimmicks, just ...
Oral Contraceptives, Volume 3 , Michael H. Briggs, Maxine Briggs, 1979, Oral contraceptives, 361 pages. 
KrÐ“Ñ–l jest nagi , Howard Fast, 1958, Communism, 166 pages. 
V.S. Naipaul A Critical Study, Md. Akhtar Jamal Khan, 1998, Biography & Autobiography, 137 pages. 
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